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Abstract

DNA-editing enzymes perform chemical reactions on DNA nucleobases.
These reactions can change the genetic identity of the modified base or
modulate gene expression. Interest in DNA-editing enzymes has burgeoned
in recent years due to the advent of clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeat-associated (CRISPR-Cas) systems, which can be used to
direct their DNA-editing activity to specific genomic loci of interest. In this
review, we showcase DNA-editing enzymes that have been repurposed or
redesigned and developed into programmable base editors. These include
deaminases, glycosylases, methyltransferases, and demethylases. We high-
light the astounding degree to which these enzymes have been redesigned,
evolved, and refined and present these collective engineering efforts as a
paragon for future efforts to repurpose and engineer other families of en-
zymes. Collectively, base editors derived from these DNA-editing enzymes
facilitate programmable point mutation introduction and gene expression
modulation by targeted chemical modification of nucleobases.
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Base editors: fusion
proteins comprising a
DNA-targeting
module (such as Cas9)
and a DNA-editing
enzyme that can create
targeted base edits in a
programmable manner
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1. INTRODUCTION

DNA is conventionally considered a hard-coded and read-only repository of information, written
in a language consisting of four canonical nucleotides. However, this simplified descriptor down-
plays the importance of DNA nucleobase modifications and the enzymes that introduce them
(Figure 1a). These noncanonical bases have important roles in rewriting and modulating the
genetic code.

We define “DNA editing” here as a chemical reaction that modifies a specific nucleobase in
genomic DNA. This can include reactions that change the genetic identity of the base of interest
(such as cytosine deamination to uracil) or those that install epigenetic changes [such as cyto-
sine methylation to 5-methylcytosine (5mC)]. Given the importance of the fidelity of genomic
DNA, DNA-editing reactions and the enzymes that catalyze them have been extensively studied
for their diverse roles in DNA repair, carcinogenesis, adaptive immunity, and epigenetic regula-
tion. Despite our extensive knowledge of DNA-editing enzymes and their roles in physiologically
relevant contexts, interest in these enzymes was confined mainly to further understanding their
canonical roles in cellular pathways until very recently.

The advent of programmable clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat-
associated (CRISPR-Cas) enzymes unwittingly ushered DNA-editing enzymes into the era of
genome and epigenome editing, where they have been repurposed into research tools capable of
perturbing genomic DNA at will. Specifically, the ease and simplicity with which DNA-targeting
enzymes such as Cas9 can be reprogrammed have been leveraged to transform DNA-editing en-
zymes into precise, efficient, and programmable base editors (Figure 1b,c). Moreover, the editing
efficiencies and specificities of theseDNA-editing enzymes have been enhanced through extensive
protein engineering and redesign (Figure 1b).This renewed interest in naturally occurringDNA-
editing enzymes combined with the push to expand the repertoire of genome and epigenome
editors has also led to the development of artificial DNA-editing enzymes through protein evolu-
tion and redesign. In this review, we highlight DNA-editing enzymes that have been repurposed
and applied to the fields of genome and epigenome editing. We discuss their structure, function,
native biological roles, and reuse for genome editing.

2. DEAMINASES

Deamination of nucleobases in DNA as well as RNA is catalyzed by enzymes in the cytidine
deaminase (CDA) superfamily. These enzymes consist of a zinc-dependent active site with a
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highly conserved H[A/V]E-x24–36-PCxxC motif that is supported by a five-stranded β-sheet core
wrapped inside a varying number of α-helices (1, 2) (Figures 2 and 3). Despite their overall
structural similarity, members of this superfamily can target purine or pyrimidine nucleobases in
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), single-stranded RNA (ssRNA), double-stranded RNA (dsRNA),
nucleotides, nucleosides, or free nucleobases. Given this extensive chemical diversity, it is not
surprising that these enzymes are known to play critical roles in various physiological settings,
ranging from conferring immunity through antibody diversification to causing certain forms of
cancers via C·G → T·A hypermutation (3–5).
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DNA-editing enzyme
that is essential for
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Apolipoprotein B
mRNA-editing
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polypeptide
(APOBEC): a family
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RNA editors that have
a role in diverse
biological functions

dead/deactivated
Cas9 (dCas9):
a catalytically
inactivated mutant of
Cas9 that is not able to
introduce DNA breaks

Figure 1 (Figure appears on preceding page)

A schematic representation of DNA-editing enzymes and their design and application as base editors. (a) “DNA-editing enzymes” refer
to enzymes that bind to DNA and chemically modify a target nucleobase. The resulting modified nucleobase is processed or
interpreted by the cellular repair, replication, or transcriptional machinery as an alternate base, resulting in coding or epigenetic
changes in the genome. (b) Naturally occurring DNA-editing enzymes, as well as enhanced or engineered variants, can be combined
with precise and programmable DNA-targeting enzymes such as CRISPR-Cas proteins, along with optional accessory domains (which
sometimes are DNA-editing enzymes themselves), to produce modular enzyme complexes called base editors. (c) The DNA-targeting
module of a base editor (usually CRISPR-Cas9) recognizes and binds to the target genomic locus via base-pairing between a guide
RNA molecule and the genomic DNA (the protospacer). The protospacer must also be directly next to a PAM to facilitate Cas enzyme
binding (for the most commonly used Cas9 system, this PAM sequence is NGG). The Cas protein unwinds the DNA double helix and
exposes a small region of ssDNA. If the DNA-editing enzyme’s substrate is ssDNA, its DNA-editing activity is focused on this ssDNA
editing window and chemically modifies target nucleobases within this window. If, however, the DNA-editing enzyme targets
double-stranded DNA, it can modify target nucleobases within the general vicinity of the protospacer. Once processed by the cell’s
DNA repair and replication machinery, these DNA edits become permanently incorporated into the genome. Abbreviations: PAM,
protospacer adjacent motif; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.

2.1. Cytidine Deaminases

Cytidine deaminase enzymes catalyze the deamination of cytidine to uridine in ssDNA and/or
ssRNA (Figure 2). As uridine has the base-pairing properties of thymidine, cytidine deamina-
tion in DNA causes C·G → T·A point mutations, and cytidine deamination in RNA directly
recodes the transcriptome. Enzymes in this family include activation-induced cytidine deami-
nase (AID), which is involved in antibody diversification; cytidine deaminase, which is involved
in the pyrimidine salvage pathway; and various apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme, cat-
alytic polypeptide (APOBEC) enzymes, which generate protein diversity via editing of various
messenger RNAs (mRNAs) within the cell (Figure 3). Expression level changes and mutations
in these genes are associated with cancer due to increased levels of genome-wide C·G → T·A
mutagenesis. The potential of these enzymes to be repurposed into targeted C·G → T·A point
mutation introduction tools was identified early on.However, prior to the mechanistic elucidation
of CRISPR-Cas systems, there were no compatible DNA-targeting modules that could be used
with cytidine deaminases due to their substrate requirement of single-stranded nucleic acid (8).

The key to unlocking the potential of cytidine deaminases as programmable base editors was
the formation of an R-loop by Cas9 when bound to DNA (Figure 1c). This R-loop generates
a localized section of accessible ssDNA, the native substrate of these enzymes. Komor et al. (9)
recognized this and evaluated several APOBEC/AID enzymes as potential DNA-editing enzymes
when directly fused to Cas9 (see the sidebar titled Mechanism and Significance of Cas Effectors
in Base Editors). Befittingly, APOBEC1 (Figure 3a,b), the titular founding member of this
family, formed the basis for the first cytosine base editor (CBE), termed BE1 (2, 9). BE1 consists
of rat APOBEC1 (rAPOBEC1) fused to a catalytically dead/deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) enzyme via
a flexible linker. In in vitro experiments, BE1 facilitated efficient, targeted cytosine deamination
within a window of ∼5 nucleotides in the Cas9 protospacer. While this prototypical base editor
architecture established precedence that the functionalities of a ssDNA-specific deaminase and
Cas9 can be combined to achieve targeted C → U editing, the BE1 prototype did not function
efficiently beyond the test tube. This is because mammalian cells contain another DNA-editing
enzyme, termed uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) (for more details, see Section 3). UNG identifies
aberrant uracils in the genome and cleaves the glycosidic bond between the uracil nucleobase
and the deoxyribose sugar to initiate base excision repair (BER), in effect undoing the edits
made by the BE1 enzyme. To circumvent this issue, Komor et al. (9) appended the short-peptide
uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor (UGI), which binds to and inhibits the UNG enzyme, to the
C-terminal end of BE1, resulting in BE2. With this new accessory domain, BE2 outperformed
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Cas9 nickase
(Cas9n): a catalytically
impaired mutant of
Cas9 that is able to
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processing of base
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Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)

ssDNA cytidine deaminases and their design and applications in genomic DNA base editing. (a) These enzymes hydrolytically
deaminate cytosines or 5-methylcytosines in ssDNA and ssRNA to yield a uridine or thymine base, respectively. Overall, these reactions
give rise to C·G → T·A base pair conversions. (b, i) Representative CBE architectures are shown, with essential and nonessential
components indicated with solid outlines and dashed outlines, respectively. (b, ii) Secondary structure alignments of APOBEC and AID
deaminases are shown, with an emphasis on the similarity of their core CDA superfamily fold. Locations of the substrate-binding loops
and active-site residues are indicated, and key mutations discovered using either rational design or directed evolution approaches to
enhance certain properties of the corresponding CBE are shown in dark green and light green, respectively. Abbreviations: AID,
activation-induced cytidine deaminase; APOBEC, apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide; CBE, cytosine base
editor; CDA, cytidine deaminase; NLS, nuclear localization signal; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA; UGI,
uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor.

the BE1 prototype, but its editing activity was still modest. To further improve the efficiency
of the C·G → T·A outcome, Komor et al. (9) swapped dCas9 with Cas9 nickase (Cas9n). This
small change results in the Cas9n enzyme nicking the DNA backbone of the strand opposite the
introduced uracil, in effect tricking the cell’s DNA repair enzymes to replace the broken strand
and in the process use the uracil-containing strand as a template. This final design, rAPOBEC1-
Cas9n-UGI (Figure 2), is called BE3 and its basic architecture has served as a template for the
development of subsequent base editors. BE3 facilitates C·G → T·A point mutation introduction
with low concurrent indel formation, as it avoids the use of double-strand breaks (DSBs).

Due to the remarkable modularity of the BE3 system, the number of CBE enzymes has in-
creased dramatically since the development of BE3 (9) through addition, replacement, and/or
improvement of its various modules. For example, the rAPOBEC1 deaminase used in the orig-
inal BE3 construct has been replaced by many other cytidine deaminases, which are discussed
in Sections 2.1.1–2.1.3. The basic BE3 architecture can also be “accessorized” with additional
protein modules (Figure 2) to further increase editing efficiency or precision. For example, the
fourth-generation BE4 architecture contains longer linkers and two UGI subunits instead of one
(10), resulting in increased efficiency of C·G → T·A editing (11). Addition of Mu-Gam, a DSB
end-binding protein, to the BE4 architecture reduced indel formation, therefore improving base
editing precision (11). Fusion of optimized nuclear localization signal (NLS) peptides to the BE4
architecture has led to the development of BE4max and NLS with a FLAG epitope tag at the N
terminus (FNLS)-CBE variants, which boast enhanced nuclear uptake of the CBE and therefore
higher editing efficiencies (10, 12) (Figure 2).

The Streptococcus pyogenes (Sp) Cas9 homolog was used in the initial CBE constructs as the
DNA-targeting module. However, it can be replaced by other DNA-targeting modules, includ-
ing other Cas9 homologs (13), Cas12 enzymes (14, 15), and engineered Cas variants (13, 15–34).
However, as the focus of this review is on DNA-editing enzymes, we refer readers interested in
the design specifics and functional characteristics of the various accessory domains and Cas vari-
ants integrated into the CBE architecture to relevant publications cited above and extensively
reviewed elsewhere (35–37). Here, we predominantly focus on DNA-editing domains and the
extensive redesign and engineering efforts made when applying them as base editors.

2.1.1. APOBECs. Although there is no structure currently available for rAPOBEC1, the struc-
ture of its human analog (hA1) (38), which shares 69% homology with the deaminase domain
of rAPOBEC1, and its Alphafold2 predicted structure (6) suggest that rAPOBEC1 adopts the
canonical CDA superfamily fold (Figure 3a,b). The most well-known target of the APOBEC1
enzymes is cytidine 6666 (present in a 5′-AC-3′ motif ) in the apolipoprotein B (APOB) mRNA
(5), but they additionally target hundreds of other mRNA transcripts.While their primary targets
are mRNA, APOBEC1 enzymes were found to also have activity on ssDNA and prefer 5′-TC-3′

motifs (39, 40).
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Editing window: the
nucleotides within the
exposed ssDNA
portion of the R-loop
that are accessible to
the DNA-editing
module of
deaminase-derived
base editors
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Structures of APOBEC/AID deaminases, which form the basis of the most extensively used CBEs. The conserved CDA superfamily
fold is color coded as follows: The β-sheet core is red and the peripheral α-helices are blue. The active-site residues are shown in
orange, with mutations that have enhanced certain properties of these deaminases (when used as a base editor) shown in green. (a) Side
view of the APOBEC1 structure [generated with Alphafold2 (6)], depicting the CDA superfamily fold and the active-site residues.
(b) Top view of the APOBEC1 structure, highlighting key amino acid mutations that enhance its base editing activity and the critical
active-site loops where these residues are located. (c–e) Side views of the APOBEC3A ssDNA [PDB ID: 5KEG (7)], CDA, and AID
[generated using Alphafold2 (6)] structures. Active-site loops and key amino acids are highlighted. Labels for active-site residues are
omitted for clarity (cf. Figure 2). Abbreviations: AID, activation-induced cytidine deaminase; APOBEC, apolipoprotein B
mRNA-editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide; CBE, cytosine base editor; CDA, cytidine deaminase; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.

When incorporated into the CBE architecture, wild-type rAPOBEC1 retains its high pref-
erence for 5′-TC-3′ in ssDNA, with an aversion to 5′-GC-3′, which is a major limiting factor
for wild-type rAPOBEC1–based CBEs (9). The editing window for these editors depends on
the sequence motif of the target cytosine (the window for 5′-GC-3′ motifs is narrower than
that for 5′-TC-3′ motifs) but generally is nucleotides 4 through 8 within the protospacer
(Figure 1c). If multiple target cytosines are present within this window, they are often all deam-
inated (known as bystander editing), as the rAPOBEC1 enzyme is quite processive. Last, these
early CBEs deaminate 5′-AC-3′ motifs transcriptome wide (known as off-target RNA editing), as
rAPOBEC1 inherently acts on both ssDNA and ssRNA substrates (41–44).
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Bystander editing:
undesirable
DNA-editing events
that can occur at bases
in close proximity to
the target nucleotide
within the ssDNA
editing window

MECHANISM AND SIGNIFICANCE OF Cas EFFECTORS IN BASE EDITORS

CRISPR-Cas systems are RNA-guided endonuclease complexes that impart innate immunity to bacteria and
archaea against invading phages. Cas effector complexes recognize target nucleic acid sequences via simple base-
pairing rules between the Cas complex’s guide RNA (gRNA) and the target DNA or RNA (Figure 1c). The Cas
protein first binds to a gRNA molecule, which comprises a gRNA backbone (the portion of the gRNA that the
Cas protein recognizes and binds to) and a spacer sequence (typically 20–25 bases), which is complementary to the
target genomic sequence (Figure 1b). The resulting ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex then searches the genome
for protospacer adjacent motifs (PAMs), which are short sequences (typically 2–7 bases) that the Cas protein rec-
ognizes and requires for DNA binding. Once the RNP complex finds a PAM that is directly adjacent to a match to
the gRNA spacer sequence (the protospacer), it unwinds the DNA and base-pairs the protospacer with the gRNA
spacer (Figure 1c). Binding of the Cas–gRNA complex to the protospacer creates an R-loop, where the nontarget
DNA strand (the strand that is not base-paired with the gRNA) lacks a base-pairing partner. While most of this
strand is enveloped within the Cas protein, a subset of this strand is exposed to the surrounding cellular environ-
ment. Following successful DNA binding, the endonuclease domains of the Cas enzyme introduce a double-strand
break (DSB) into the target locus. Traditional genome-editing methods utilize wild-type Cas enzymes and perform
genome editing using DSBs. Competing and stochastic cellular DSB repair pathways that process the DSB inter-
mediate result in unwanted genome-editing by-products. However, nontraditional genome-editing methods, such
as base editing, utilize partially or fully catalytically inactivated Cas enzymes and rely on non-DSB DNA damage
product as intermediates, thereby avoiding many of the issues faced by traditional Cas-based methods (Figure 1b,c).

Overall, in the context of base editing, Cas effectors have the following crucial functions: (a) carrying the DNA-
editing enzyme to the target genomic locus and localizing the enzymatic activity of the DNA-editing enzyme to a
nucleobase of interest, (b) exposing a bubble of ssDNA substrate to the DNA-editing enzyme via R-loop formation
(this is important when the DNA-editing enzyme’s substrate is ssDNA), and (c) nicking the backbone of the DNA
strand opposite the edited target nucleobase to stimulate DNA repair.

Attempts to address these limitations of wild-type rAPOBEC1–based CBEs have led to ex-
tensive engineering and redesign of the deaminase domain. Many of the mutations that have
been discovered in these studies are concentrated in the substrate-binding active-site loops of
rAPOBEC1 (Figures 2 and 3a,b). Previous work had established the importance of a conserved
Trp residue in the SWS-containing active-site loop 5 of the APOBECs (45) for substrate bind-
ing and formation of a hydrophobic catalytic cavity (46). Kim et al. (13) mutated this residue
(W90 in rAPOBEC1) to Tyr in BE3 to slightly reduce the hydrophobicity of the active site and
therefore potentially lessen the processivity of the enzyme (Figures 2 and 3b). This resulted in
a narrower editing window, albeit with a slight reduction in the overall editing activity. In the
same study, two Arg residues in another active-site loop (R126 and R132 on loop 7) (Figures 2
and 3b) that make contacts with the phosphate backbone of the target ssDNA were also mutated.
These mutations, R126E and R132E, also narrowed the editing window, potentially as a result
of a reduction in ssDNA binding due to electrostatic repulsion (Figures 2 and 3b). These crit-
ical substrate-binding mutations were combined to yield four new CBE variants with narrower
editing windows, and therefore greatly reduced bystander editing, than the canonical wild-type
rAPOBEC1–based BE3: YE1 (W90Y+R126E), YE2 (W90Y+R132E), EE (R126E+R132E), and
YEE (W90Y+R126E+R132E).

These active-site loops have also been implicated in imparting sequence preferences to the
APOBEC enzymes (43, 45). However, altering the target preference of rAPOBEC1 from 5′-TC-
3′ has required more extensive protein engineering methods than traditional structure-guided
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Directed evolution:
a protein engineering
method that involves
iterative cycles of
mutagenesis and
screening/selection to
identify beneficial
mutations that impart
enhanced properties
onto the enzyme

redesign. Using a phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) approach (called BE-PACE)
(47) to select for mutants with increased activity and reduced sequence specificity, researchers
discovered several mutations in rAPOBEC1 that eliminated any bias for the base 5′ to the
target cytosine. Many of the mutations identified through BE-PACE lie far away from the
substrate-binding pocket and are therefore hypothesized to enhance editing activity by improv-
ing expression levels of the protein. However, two of the most crucial mutations discovered in
this directed evolution effort, H122L and D124N, are located in active-site loop 7, which is
likely to interact with the nucleotide 5′ to the target cytosine based on homology among the
APOBECs (43, 45, 47) (Figures 2 and 3b). Additionally, two mutations (P201S and F205S)
were identified in the hydrophobic C-terminal β-strands (Figures 2 and 3b). This C-terminal
region is thought to serve as a flap that shields the hydrophobic active site of APOBEC1 from
water molecules (38). Mutations in this active-site flap, especially polar mutations such as these,
may open up the active site in the evoAPOBEC-CBE variant and allow the enzyme to better
access ssDNA substrates, resulting in improved activity and reduced sequence bias (47). This
C-terminal flap domain was completely removed in the FERNY-CBE variant (named for the first
five amino acids in the deaminase domain), which was designed via an ancestral reconstruction
of 78 APOBEC1 homologs. The deaminase domain of FERNY-CBE is therefore 30% smaller
than that of rAPOBEC1, and this base editor exhibits an increased editing efficiency, particularly
on non-5′-TC-3′ motifs (47). BE-PACE of FERNY-CBE resulted in evoFERNY-CBE, which
also contains mutations in active-site loop 7 (H102P and D104N) (Figure 2), corresponding to
residues H122L and the D124N evoAPOBEC1 variant (47).

Ancestral reconstruction has now become a popular protein engineering method, especially
for enzymes with a large number of extant homolog sequences (48). Ancestral reconstruction on
APOBEC1 has resulted in the Anc689-BE variant, in addition to FERNY-CBE, which differs
from rAPOBEC1 by 45 amino acids but demonstrates an improved editing profile (10).

It was recently discovered that the canonical BE3 enzyme induces transcriptome-wide RNA
off-target edits, which can be detrimental for therapeutic applications (41, 42). To combat this,
Grünewald et al. (41) used structure-guided design to introduce two neutralizing amino acid mu-
tations, R33A and K34A, into active-site loop 1 of rAPOBEC1 (Figures 2 and 3b). This produced
the selective curbing of unwanted RNA editing (SECURE)-CBE variant, which has reduced off-
target RNA editing compared with BE3. These residues constitute a cluster of positively charged
surface residues on loop 1 (Figures 2 and 3b), which is speculated to serve as a binding interface
with the apobec-1 complementation factor (ACF) cofactor,which facilitates docking of APOBEC1
to its target mRNA. The R33A and K34A mutations are therefore speculated to inhibit the in-
teraction between SECURE-CBE and ACF to reduce off-target RNA binding affinity (49), but
there is some conflicting evidence against this theory (38). Although off-target RNA editing is an
issue with the wild-type rAPOBEC1–based CBEs, many evolved/mutated variants, particularly
the rationally designed YE1 variant, show greatly reduced RNA-editing activity while retaining
high on-target DNA-editing activity (50).

Many other wild-type cytidine deaminases have been used in place of rAPOBEC1 in the ba-
sic BE3 and BE4 architectures, including APOBEC1 homologs (51, 52), APOBEC2 (51), and
APOBEC3 homologs [A3A (21, 52–54), A3B (52–55), A3C (51, 52, 55), A3D (51, 52, 55), A3F
(51, 52, 55), A3G (10, 51, 52, 55, 56), and A3H (52, 55)]. Further, similar development and design
trajectories have been followed for these APOBEC homologs (10, 11, 21, 51–53, 55–57), with the
most extensively used being the human APOBEC3A (hA3A) deaminase enzyme (21, 42, 51, 52).

APOBEC3A (A3A), like APOBEC1, also edits both ssDNA and ssRNA substrates; however,
it prefers to edit cytidines in a 5′-TC-3′ motif (Figures 2 and 3c). Wang et al. (52) demonstrated
that the rAPOBEC1-based BE3 does not efficiently edit methylated cytosines. Given the high
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occurrence of 5mC in CpG repeats at promoter regions and its significance in epigenetic regula-
tion (see Section 4), CBEs capable of editing methylated cytosines would be highly useful tools.
It also should be noted that due to the extra methyl group on 5mC, deamination of this modified
base results in the canonical DNA base T (Figure 2). The authors therefore compared editing
efficiencies at methylated CpG sites of various APOBEC and AID enzymes in the BE3 architec-
ture. They established that hA3A-CBE was the most efficient wild-type cytidine deaminase out of
those tested for targeted deamination of methylated cytosines (52). This can be attributed to the
relatively short loop 1 of A3A (Figure 3c), which has previously been shown to be critical for its
unique 5mC → T deamination activity (58–60). The hA3A-CBE variant has also been subjected
to structure-based redesign to reduce bystander editing by imparting the deaminase with an ex-
treme bias toward the 5′-TC-3′ motif (21). These engineered variants harbor the N57G (which
was termed eA3A-CBE), N57A, or N57Q and Y130F mutations within hA3A, all of which occur
in active-site loop 3 or 7 and therefore flank the target cytosine base on either side (7) (Figures 2
and 3c). A similar strategy was pursued with a CBE derived from the human APOBEC3G (hA3G)
deaminase (61). While previous work with the full-length hA3G deaminase demonstrated that
hA3G-CBEs typically had greatly reduced editing efficiency compared to rAPOBEC1-CBEs (11,
52), Liu et al. (61) used only the C-terminal catalytic domain of hA3G. This eA3G-CBE edits
preferentially at 5′-CC-3′ motifs.

As the canonical target of wild-type hA3A is DNA and not RNA, the A3A-CBE was evaluated
for RNA off-target editing and found to have reduced, but still substantial, off-target RNA-editing
activity compared to the wild-type rAPOBEC1-CBE (41, 42). This off-target activity is sub-
stantially suppressed by incorporating the R128A or Y130F mutation into the deaminase, both
of which are in loop 7 and predicted to interact directly with the nucleic acid substrate (42)
(Figures 2 and 3c). The eA3A-CBE variant (which harbors the N57G mutation in loop 3) was
also found to have significantly reduced off-target RNA-editing activity, which suggests that sin-
gle mutations in the active-site loops can reduce the RNA-editing activity of the deaminase while
maintaining ssDNA-editing activity. When the Y130F mutation is combined with Y132D (both
residues are present in loop 7) (Figures 2 and 3c), the editing window of hA3A-CBE is narrowed
(52). Furthermore, the C-terminal α-helix of hA3A is deemed to be highly flexible, and truncations
to this helix (to produce A3A 1-CBEs) modulate the editing window as well (23).

2.1.2. CDAs. On the heels of the original rAPOBEC1-CBE work, Nishida et al. (62) engi-
neered their own CBE using the ancestral APOBEC protein from sea lamprey, PmCDA1.Despite
having less than 20% sequence similarity to APOBEC1, PmCDA1 adopts the same conserved
fold (Figures 2 and 3d). This work additionally unwittingly showcased the modularity of the
base editor architecture. In this base editor, termed Target-AID, PmCDA1 is tethered to the
C-terminal end of Cas9n via a 100-aa-long linker. Due to the inherently higher deamination
activity of the PmCDA1 enzyme, Target-AID displays no bias toward the base 5′ upstream of
the target cytosine. When PmCDA1 was incorporated into the BE4 architecture, it was found
to have a much wider (10 nucleotides) editing window than its rAPOBEC1 counterpart (5 nu-
cleotides) (47). This CDA1-CBE (in the BE4 architecture) was subjected to BE-PACE under
selective pressure for enhanced editing activity. Three mutations across the protein (F23S, A123V,
and I195F) were identified, which collectively expanded the editing window of evoCDA1-CBE
to 13 nucleotides and caused increased off-target RNA editing (47). It is interesting to note
that despite the evoCDA1 mutations being identified via directed protein evolution (in which
unbiased mutagenesis is utilized), F23S and A123V lie on substrate-binding loops 1 and 7, respec-
tively (Figures 2 and 3d). The I195F mutation of evoCDA1 resides on the C-terminal α-helix
(Figure 2), which is speculated to be a nuclear export signal and therefor may be specific to the
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evolution conditions (which occur in bacteria). In fact, truncating this C-terminal helix results in
CDA11-CBEs with narrower editing windows and reduced transcriptome-wide off-target editing
compared to the CDA1-CBE (23).

2.1.3. AIDs. Unlike its homologs in the APOBEC family, the human AID (hAID) enzyme can
edit only ssDNA targets, although it can bind to both RNA and DNA. Furthermore, it demon-
strates a strong preference for two bases upstream of the target cytosine, preferring 5′-WRC-3′

motifs (W = dA or dT and R = dA or dG) (5). This lack of specificity for the bases upstream of
the target cytosine, despite having a structure that is similar to that of the APOBECs, might be
attributed to the existence of multiple positively charged residues on loop 7 of AID (Figures 2
and 3e). The native biological role of hAID is to increase antibody diversification in host cells by
somatic deamination of immunoglobulin genes. Given this unique capability to diversify genes,
AIDs have been typically applied toward targeted random mutagenesis. Two distinct, AID-based
diversifying base editors have been reported thus far: Targeted AID-mediatedMutagenesis (TAM)
(57) and CRISPR-X (63) (Figure 2). Both systems rely on dCas9 as the DNA-targeting module,
which recruits hAID tomutagenize cytosines and guanines in a broad (>20 bp) region both within
and around the target protospacer. The TAM system fuses hAID to the C-terminal end of dCas9
(similarly to Target-AID) (57, 62). Truncations of the C-terminal α-helix, which serves as the nu-
clear export signal, have produced TAM-AIDx variants (P182X or R190X, where X stands for
deletion), which further increases the activity of AID (57). The CRISPR-X system does not co-
valently tether dCas9 and hAID but instead relies on an RNA aptamer–coat protein noncovalent
interaction (specifically, the MS2 coat protein–MS2 hairpin loop interaction) to recruit hAID to
the target locus (63) (Figure 2). CRISPR-X boasts an editing window of over 50 bp surrounding
the target protospacer. This window can be further broadened to 100 bp by using a C-terminally
truncated AID variant (AID1), similarly to TAM (57, 63). Protein evolution of AID has identi-
fied the substrate-binding loop mutations N52G, T82I, and A123V (Figures 2 and 3e), which
enhance the deamination activity of AID to produce the hyperactive variant eAID (64, 65). Com-
bining these mutations with the C-terminal truncations improves the activity of both TAM and
CRISPR-X.

2.2. Adenosine Deaminases

The Tad/ADAT2, ADAR, and ADAT1 enzymes are distant relatives of the APOBEC/AID family
and catalyze the deamination of adenine to inosine (Figure 4). As inosine has the base-pairing
properties of guanine, targeted adenine deamination was quickly identified as a viable strategy
to programmably introduce A·T → G·C point mutations. These enzymes also conform to the
CDA superfamily fold and contain an identical zinc-based active site (5, 45). However, unlike the
APOBEC/AID enzymes, none of these extant adenine deaminases accept ssDNA as their native
substrate. Instead, they are only known to act on either ssRNA [mainly loop regions within transfer
RNA (tRNA)] or dsRNA (66).Thus, the strategy ofmerely inserting these naturally occurring ade-
nine deaminases [Escherichia coli TadA (ecTadA), human ADAR2, mouse ADA, or human ADAT2]
into the canonical CBE architecture led to no measurable A·T → G·C activity (67). Therefore,
Gaudelli et al. (67) resorted to directed evolution to create a ssDNA-specific adenine deaminase
enzyme. Starting from ecTadA, a tRNA adenosine deaminase that edits the wobble base A34 of
tRNAArg2 (68) (Figure 5a,b), seven rounds of directed evolution identified 14 amino acid muta-
tions that transformed this tRNA-editing enzyme into a highly efficient ssDNA-editing adenine
base editor (ABE) (Figures 4 and 5c). The wild-type ecTadA has a strong sequence preference
for 5′-UACG-3′ sites in tRNA (Figure 5a,b), which was inherited in early-generation mutant
TadA enzymes. Therefore, a subset of these 14 mutations was identified specially via selections to
broaden the substrate scope of the enzyme.
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Figure 4

ssDNA adenosine deaminases and their design and application in genomic DNA base editing. (a) These enzymes can hydrolytically
deaminate adenines in ssDNA and ssRNA to yield an inosine, which is then processed into guanine via DNA replication and/or repair
processes. Overall, this reaction gives rise to an A·T → G·C base pair conversion. (b, i) Representative ABE architectures are shown,
with the essential and nonessential components indicated with solid outlines and dashed outlines, respectively. (b, ii) Secondary
structure elements of the TadA enzyme are shown, with an emphasis on the core CDA superfamily fold. Locations of the
substrate-binding loops and active-site residues are indicated, and key mutations discovered using either rational design or directed
evolution approaches to enhance certain properties of the corresponding ABE are shown in dark green and light green, respectively.
Abbreviations: ABE, adenosine base editor; CDA, cytidine deaminase; ecTadA, Escherichia coli TadA; NLS, nuclear localization signal;
ssDNA, single-stranded DNA; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA; TadA∗, evolved TadA.

The basic components of this prototypical ABE (termed ABE7.10) are similar to the canoni-
cal CBE architecture. One important distinction, however, is that ABE7.10 lacks an equivalent
UGI accessory domain (Figure 4). Inosine excision by endogenous glycosylase enzymes (see
Section 3) such as alkyl-adenosine glycosylase (AAG) or endonuclease V (EndoV) is inefficient,
most likely due to the inherently low spontaneous occurrence of inosines in genomic DNA (71).
This is in direct contrast to the mutagenic uracil intermediate created by CBEs, which is actively
and efficiently excised by UNG. Catalytically inactivated AAG and EndoV were tested as acces-
sory domains in the ABE architecture (which would bind to the inosine intermediate, but not
excise it, and in the process protect it from endogenous wild-type AAG and wild-type EndoV) but
did not yield any noteworthy improvements in editing outcomes (67). An additional important
difference between the CBE and ABE architectures is that ABE7.10 contains two copies of TadA
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Structures of the wild-type ecTadA enzyme bound to its substrate RNA and the TadA∗ bound to a ssDNA substrate. The conserved
CDA superfamily fold is color coded as follows: The β-sheet core is red and the peripheral α-helices are blue. The active-site residues
are shown in orange, with the mutations that have enhanced certain properties of the deaminase (when used as a base editor) shown in
green. (a) Side view of the wild-type TadA–tRNA complex, generated using a combination of Alphafold2 predictions (6) and PDB ID
(2B3J) (69). (b) Top view of the wild-type TadA–tRNA complex. The RNA structures beyond the bases in the active site are omitted for
clarity. (c) Side view of the TadA∗–ssDNA complex, generated from PDB ID 6VPC (70). (d) Top view of the TadA∗–ssDNA complex.
The DNA structures beyond the bases in the active site are omitted for clarity (cf. Figure 4). Abbreviations: CDA, cytidine deaminase;
ecTadA, Escherichia coli TadA; PDB ID, Protein Data Bank identifier; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA; TadA∗, evolved TadA; tRNA,
transfer RNA.
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fused to the Cas9n: one wild-type ecTadA subunit and one evolved TadA (TadA∗) subunit. The
wild-type TadA enzyme requires dimerization for activity on tRNA (one monomer aids in sub-
strate binding and the other performs the catalysis), and thus TadA was incorporated as a dimer in
these early ABE constructs. It was found that using wild-type TadA as the N-terminal monomer
(which is the substrate-binding monomer in ABE) improved editing yields compared with using
two TadA∗ subunits. The ABE7.10 final construct was therefore wild-type TadA–TadA∗–Cas9n.
However, it was later found that the wild-type TadA subunit is not necessary for efficient editing
activity, as its removal has minimal impact on editing activity (72–75) (Figure 4). In fact, removal
of the wild-type TadA subunit is beneficial, as it reduces the inherent residual RNA-editing activ-
ity of ABE7.10, resulting in a better off-target profile (72, 76). However, it should be noted that
removal of the covalently tethered wild-type TadA subunit in the prototypical wild-type TadA–
TadA∗–Cas9 architecture may not prevent these miniABEs from dimerizing in trans. Specifically,
the recent cryo–electron microscopy structure of a later-generation ABE in complex with target
DNA shows unambiguous dimerization between the TadA∗ subunits that belong to separate ABE
molecules (PDB ID: 6VPC) (70).

The 14 mutations identified during the evolution of ABE7.10 are predominantly located in the
substrate-binding loops of the deaminase (loop 1,W23R; loop 3, P48A, R51L; loop 5, L84F; and
loop 7,A106V,D108N,H123Y) and theC-terminal α-helix (S146C,D147Y,R152P,E155V, I156F,
and K157N) (Figure 5c,d). Of these 14 mutations required for efficient ssDNA-editing activity
by TadA∗, the D108N mutation in loop 7 is absolutely critical by increasing the binding affinity
between ssDNA and TadA∗ (73). Reversion of this single mutation back to the wild-type residue
abrogates A·T → G·C activity, even when all 13 other mutations are present (73). The C-terminal
helix mutations, especially R152P, kink the α-helix away from the active site (PDB ID: 6VPC)
(Figure 5), making it more accessible to the ssDNA presented to the deaminase by the DNA-
bindingCas effector (70),while simultaneously suppressing theRNA-editing activity ofTadA∗ (70,
72, 76).The significance of the C-terminal region of TadA∗ was highlighted by Gaudelli et al. (75),
who in a series of sequential truncations showed that reducing the length of this α-helix too much
can be detrimental to the ssDNA-editing activity as well as RNA-editing activity of the deaminase.
In fact, in addition to expanding the substrate scope of TadA to include ssDNA, these mutations
may have caused the enzyme to bemore promiscuous, as Kim et al. (77) have reported low levels of
C·G → T·A activity by ABE7.10, which would result from cytidine deamination by TadA∗. This
activity is suppressed by the introduction of the N108Qmutation (78). This substrate promiscuity
of TadA∗ was exploited in three recent studies, in which the cytidine deamination activity of TadA∗

was enhanced through additional mutations in the active-site loops. These mutations gave rise to
a suite of TadA-derived CBEs (79–81).

Since the development of the prototypical ABE7.10, the TadA∗7.10 deaminase has been sub-
jected to further design and mutagenesis to improve its properties as an ABE. Directed evolution
of TadA∗7.10 using selective pressure for increased activity and reduced sequence specificity has
resulted in ABE8e (74) and ABE8.20 (75). Simultaneously, structure-based rational design has
been employed to identify mutations that abolish the off-target RNA-editing activity of TadA∗,
leading to the discovery of the K20A/R21A, V82G (termed SECURE-ABEs) (72), F148A (42),
and V106W (82) mutations (Figures 4 and 5). More recently, Chen et al. (78) employed a simi-
lar structure-based mutagenesis strategy in which they identified the L145T mutation, producing
ABE9, which boasts a reduced editing window compared to the ABE8e variant. These higher-
generation ABE8 and ABE9 mutations are localized primarily to the active-site loops and the
C-terminal α-helix, similar to the ABE7.10 mutations (Figures 4 and 5).

A noteworthy aspect of the design and development of ABEs is the heavy reliance on directed
evolution of TadA∗, which is in stark contrast with the design strategies used for developing CBEs.
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Design of cytosine and adenine deaminase dual base editors. Shown are representative dual base editor architectures, with essential and
nonessential components indicated with solid outlines and dashed outlines, respectively. Abbreviations: AID, activation-induced
cytidine deaminase; APOBEC, apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide; ecTadA, Escherichia coli TadA; NLS,
nuclear localization signal; T7RNAP, T7 RNA polymerase; TadA∗, evolved TadA; UGI, uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor.

This difference is due to the lack of naturally occurring ssDNA-editing adenosine deaminases
compared with the plethora of ssDNA-editing cytidine deaminases in the APOBEC/AID family.
Hence, despite sharing many of the same design motivations (improving expression levels and
nuclear import, improving on-target ssDNA editing, and suppressing off-target RNA editing),
the development of ABEs has been unique and more challenging than that of CBEs.

2.3. Dual Deaminase Systems

As a testament to the modularity of the base editor architecture, five separate articles were pub-
lished in 2020 that reported on various CBE/ABE chimeras that simultaneously introduce C·G→
T·A and A·T → G·C point mutations (83–87). Briefly, these dual deaminase architectures com-
bine TadA∗7.10 on the N-terminal end of Cas9n and either PmCDA1 on the C-terminal end
of Cas9n [SPACE (83), Target-ACEmax (84), and ACBE (87)] or APOBEC3A/AID on the far
N-terminal end of the TadA∗7.10 [STEME (85) and A&C-BE (86)] (Figure 6). These systems
additionally demonstrate the remarkable cooperativity of these two types of deaminases; none of
the enzymes outcompete the others, as both C·G → T·A and A·T → G·C edits are observed in
all five systems. In these systems, the mutations are confined within the canonical editing window
in the protospacer of Cas9, but significant heterogeneity is observed in that C·G → T·A only,
A·T → G·C only, and concurrent C·G → T·A and A·T → G·C editing products are observed.

This same general strategy was utilized but modified for in vivo mutagenesis applications in
yeast a year later, when Cravens et al. (88) fused both TadA∗7.10 and PmCDA1 to two separate
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T7 RNA polymerase (T7RNAP) molecules, which they then expressed together. In this system,
named TRIDENT, genes downstream of a T7 promoter become mutagenized, as the DNA-
binding module (the T7RNAP) opens up the DNA and slides along the gene during transcription,
while the deaminase enzymes modify cytosines and adenines across the gene (Figure 6). In this
work, the authors additionally performed five rounds of directed evolution on TadA∗7.10 to
improve its activity and identified four mutations, three of which occur in the C-terminal α-helix
(Q154R, S164P, and D167G) (Figures 4 and 5), to yield yeTadA1.0 (Figure 6).

2.4. Deaminases for Mitochondrial DNA Editing

In addition to nuclear DNA, mammalian cells contain mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which is a
multicopy, circular dsDNA encoding for 13 essential proteins of the respiratory chain, as well as
tRNAs and ribosomal RNAs required to transcribe these essential proteins within the mitochon-
dria. Anomalies in mtDNA, just as with nuclear DNA, are linked to many inheritable diseases.
However, unlike nuclear DNA-editing technologies, precise and efficient mtDNA editing has
until very recently been elusive.

CRISPR-based genome editors have not been applied to mtDNA editing because reliable
targeted delivery of nucleic acids (such as guide RNAs) to mitochondria has not yet been achieved
(89). As delivery of proteins to mitochondria can be achieved using mitochondrial targeting
signals (MTSs), mtDNA editing has been achieved using protein-only DNA-binding modalities
such as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and zinc-finger nucleases
(ZFNs), the predecessors of Cas9 (see the sidebar titled ZFNs and TALENs). Introducing DSBs
into the mtDNA at targeted loci using mitochondria-targeted TALENs and ZFNs (known as
mitoTALENs and mitoZFNs) was therefore previously the only viable approach for mtDNA
modification. Targeted introduction of DSBs into mtDNA results in large sequence deletions.
Thus, the capabilities of these methods are limited. However, in 2020, Mok et al. (90) established

ZFNs AND TALENs

Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) (91–93) were among the first designer nucleases (proteins that have been engineered
to recognize and cleave a predefined site in the genome). They comprise a zinc finger (ZF) DNA-binding domain
fused to the nonspecific DNA cleavage domain of the FokI nuclease (94). ZFs are composed of repetitive ∼30-aa-
longDNA-bindingmodules.Eachmodule contains a Cys2His2 motif that coordinates a zinc atom to form an overall
ββα-fold (95). Furthermore, each module recognizes a 3-bp DNA sequence via specific H-bonding interactions
between four residues within the α-helix and the DNA. A typical ZF array comprises three or four modules fused
in tandem that recognize a specific 9- or 12-bp DNA sequence. A ZF recognition code provides genome editors
with instructions of which amino acids to incorporate at each of the four positions within the α-helix to recognize
a predefined DNA sequence (96–99). ZFNs are designed in pairs, in which each ZFN recognizes a half-site, which
are 5–7 bp away from each other. This allows the FokI nuclease to dimerize between the two half-sites, which is
necessary for double-strand break introduction.

Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) were the successors to ZFNs,which similarly consisted
of a tandem array of transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) fused to the FokI nuclease domain (100). TALEs
comprise repetitive 33- to 34-aa-long DNA-binding modules. Each module recognizes a single DNA base via H-
bonding between two TALE residues [called the repeat variable di-residue (RVD)] and the DNA. Again, a TALE
recognition code provides genome editors with instructions of which RVD recognizes which DNA base (101, 102).
TALENs are also designed in pairs to facilitate FokI dimerization, and each TALEN typically consists of ∼12
DNA-binding modules.
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a new milestone in the field of mtDNA editing by creating the first transcription activator-like
effector (TALE)-based CBE, called DdCBE.

Similar to the architecture of nuclear DNA-editing CBEs, DdCBEs are also composed of a
DNA-targeting module fused to a DNA-editing module, along with a UGI accessory domain and
an MTS (instead of an NLS) (Figure 7). However, the DNA-targeting module is now a pair of
mitoTALEs that are designed to bind to neighboring half-sites. Furthermore, the DNA-editing
module is a dsDNA cytidine deaminase, as DNA binding by TALEs does not lead to the forma-
tion of exposed ssDNA (unlike with Cas effectors). Mok et al. (90) therefore needed to utilize a
non-APOBEC/AID, as these enzymes are specific for ssDNA. Deaminase toxin A (DddAtox) is an
elusive interbacterical toxin belonging to the type VI secretion system of Burkholderia cenocepacia
(103, 104). Despite having an origin and native function different from those of the traditional
APOBEC/AID superfamily, DddAtox adopts a structure similar to that of the APOBEC/AID en-
zymes, as it too exhibits a β-sheet core supporting a zinc-dependent active site (Figures 7 and 8).
Given the potentially mutagenic and toxic nature of rampant dsDNA cytosine deamination facili-
tated by high intracellular expression levels of DddAtox, it was split into two nontoxic halves, which
were each tethered to the pair of mitoTALEs (90) (Figures 7 and 8). Upon binding of the mi-
toTALEs to the two mtDNA target half-sites, the increased effective molar concentration of the
N- and C-terminal halves of DddAtox facilitates its reassembly, allowing deamination of cytosines
within the dsDNA between the twomitoTALEs’ half-sites (typically 14–18 bp). In this same work,
the authors also generated an analogous Cas9 DddA-derived base editor for nuclear DNA edit-
ing (Figure 7). This strategy of splitting the DNA-editing deaminase into separate fragments,
which are then reassembled at the target site, has also been applied with other DNA deaminases
(105–108) and RNA deaminases (109) to afford temporal and/or spatial control of editing.

DddAtox-based DdCBEs displayed a preference for 5′-TC-3′ motifs, similar to the original
nuclear DNA-editing CBEs. In a follow-up study, Mok et al. (110) evolved the DddAtox using
BE-PACE to enhance its overall activity on both 5′-TC-3′ consensus targets and non-TC sites,
giving rise to two DddAtox variants, DddA6 (Q1310R, S1330I, T1380I, and T1413I) and DddA11
(S1330I,A1341V,N1342S,E1370K,T1380I, andT1413I), respectively (Figures 7 and 8).Despite
having an origin and substrate distinct from those of the APOBEC/AID enzymes, these evolved
DddAtox mutations mimic the positioning of mutations identified in the evolved APOBEC en-
zymes and TadA∗, as many of them reside in substrate-binding loops (Figures 7 and 8). However,
some of the remote mutations (T1380I and T1413I specifically) may be responsible for enhancing
activity by simply facilitating better reconstitution of the enzyme, as the evolution of DddAtox was
conducted with the enzyme split in half (Figures 7 and 8).

mtDNA editing has also been extended to adenosine deamination (111). Simply fusing
TadA∗8e, the DNA-editing domain from ABE8e (see Section 2.2), to a mitoTALE did not fa-
cilitate significant A·T → G·C mitochondrial editing, again due to a lack of exposed ssDNA
upon DNA binding by TALEs. Cho et al. (111) instead took the DdCBE architecture and re-
placed one of the UGI domains with TadA∗8e to create a TALE-linked deaminase (TALED)
construct (Figure 7). The resulting editor facilitates both C·G → T·A and A·T → G·C editing
within the 16-bp region between the two TALE binding sites. The act of dsDNA binding by
the reconstituted DddA enzyme purportedly facilitates the ssDNA-specific TadA∗8e enzyme to
access the DNA for deamination. Targeted A·T → G·C editing with no C·G → T·A editing is
achieved by simply omitting all UGI components from the TALED construct (Figure 7) or by
catalytically inactivating the DddA enzyme (which binds to DNA but does not deaminate). In-
active DddA does not need to be split in half to avoid toxicity, so both dimeric and monomeric
TALED constructs have been successfully used for A·T→G·CmtDNA editing (Figure 7).More
recently, Lim et al. (112) substituted the TALEs in the DdCBE architecture with ZFs to yield
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Figure 7 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Deaminase toxin A (DddAtox), a dsDNA cytidine deaminase, and its design and application in genomic and mitochondrial base editing.
(a) DddAtox can hydrolytically deaminate cytosines in dsDNA to yield uridine, which is then processed into thymidine via DNA
replication and/or repair processes. Overall, this reaction gives rise to a C·G → T·A base pair conversion. (b, i–vi) Representative
DdCBE, mitoZFDs, and DddAtox-based ABE (TALED) architectures are shown, with essential and nonessential components indicated
with solid outlines and dashed outlines, respectively. (b, vii) Secondary structure alignment of the DddAtox enzyme is shown, with an
emphasis on the core CDA superfamily fold. Locations of the substrate-binding loops and active-site residues are indicated, and key
mutations discovered using directed evolution to enhance certain properties of the corresponding DdCBE are shown in light green and
the split sites are indicated with red crosses. Abbreviations: ABE, adenosine base editor; CBE, cytosine base editor; CDA, cytidine
deaminase; DdCBE, DddA-derived cytosine base editor; DddAtox, deaminase toxin A; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; mitoZFD,
mitochondrial zinc finger deaminase; MTS, mitochondrial targeting signal; NLS, nuclear localization signal; TALED, TALE-linked
deaminase; UGI, uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor.

mitochondrial zinc finger deaminases (mitoZFDs), once again demonstrating the modularity of
the base editor architecture (Figure 7).

Last, while these TALE-derived base editors were developed to edit mtDNA in mammalian
cells, slightly modified versions of DdCBE (with modified codon optimizations and localization
sequences) effectively edit mtDNA and chloroplast DNA in plant cells (113). Further details about
this novel approach to editing the plant organelle genome can be found in recent reviews by
Barrera-Paez & Moraes (114) and Adashi et al. (115).

3. GLYCOSYLASES

The targeted chemical modification of a nucleobase by an editing enzyme is only the first step in
base editing. The resulting modified nucleobase is typically recognized as DNA damage by the
cell, and the endogenous DNA repair machinery attempts to revert the base-editing intermediate
back to the original canonical base to restore the integrity of the genetic information. There-
fore, the successful application of DNA-editing enzymes as efficient base editors typically requires
the incorporation of design elements that manipulate the endogenous DNA repair machinery.
The most effective such design element is the use of Cas9n to cleave the DNA strand opposite

a   DddAtox b 
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Figure 8

Structure of the Burkholderia cenocepacia DddAtox enzyme (PDB ID: 6U08) (90). (a) Side view and (b) top view. The conserved CDA
superfamily fold is color coded as follows: The β-sheet core is red and the peripheral α-helices are blue. The active-site residues are
shown in orange, with the mutations that have enhanced certain properties of the deaminase (when used as a base editor) shown in
green. The split sites that were used to divide the enzyme into two inactive, nontoxic halves are shown as red crosses (cf. Figure 7).
Abbreviations: CDA, cytidine deaminase; DddAtox, deaminase toxin A; PDB ID, Protein Data Bank identifier.
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Figure 9

Glycosylases and their design and applications in genomic DNA base editing. (a) Glycosylases initiate the BER pathway by excising
modified nucleobases in dsDNA or ssDNA. (b, i) Representative base editor architectures are shown, with essential and nonessential
components indicated with solid outlines and dashed outlines, respectively. (b, ii) The conserved β-sheet core of uracil glycosylases is
shown, with an emphasis on the locations of the active-site residues and critical DNA binding sites, as well as other signature motifs.
Abbreviations: BER, base excision repair; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; NLS, nuclear localization signal; ssDNA, single-stranded
DNA; UNG, uracil N-glycosylase.

the modified base, but in certain cases this is not enough.The base-editing intermediates U·G (for
CBEs) and I·T (for ABEs) are canonical targets of the BER pathway, although the presence of the
nick on the opposite strand may alter this. Nevertheless, the first step of BER is the recognition
and excision of the damaged base by an enzyme from the DNA glycosylase superfamily (116, 117)
(Figure 9). Although glycosylase enzymes are highly similar in their core catalytic domain and
overall structure (Figure 10), individual members of this superfamily have evolved minute dif-
ferences in their substrate recognition domains, allowing them to identify specific modified bases.
Following damage recognition, glycosylases flip (or “evert”) the damaged base outside the dsDNA
helix and excise it from the sugar-phosphate backbone by cleaving the N-glycosidic bond to gen-
erate an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site (Figure 9). The resulting abasic site is then subsequently
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processed by AP endonucleases,DNA repair polymerases, and ligases to restore the original DNA
sequence.Readers interested in further details of BER and other relatedDNA repair pathways (es-
pecially those that discuss these pathways’ involvement in base editing) are encouraged to consult
recent reviews addressing this topic (118, 119). Here, we focus on DNA glycosylases, particu-
larly UNG homologs, and how these DNA-editing enzymes have been repurposed to yield novel
transversion base editors.

UNG enzymes, sometimes also called uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) enzymes, have a re-
markably simple α/β-fold and carry out their excision reaction in a cofactor-independent manner.
Various α-helices wrap around a deep but narrow active-site groove that is supported by a highly
conserved four-stranded parallel β-sheet architecture and into which a single nucleobase fits
(Figure 10a–c). The core β-sheet consists of three conserved motifs: motif I (situated on the
β1-strand, which contains a highly conserved Asp residue responsible for activating the catalytic
water molecule), motif II (situated on the β4-strand, which harbors a highly conserved His residue
responsible for stabilizing the target nucleobase and a highly conserved Leu residue on the DNA-
intercalation loop that fills the vacancy created in the minor groove of DNA by the everted target
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Figure 10

(a) Side view, (b) top view, and (c) zoomed-in view of human UNG structures, which form the basis of current transversion base editors.
The α/β-fold of these glycosylases is color coded as follows: The β-sheet core is red and peripheral α-helices are blue. Panels d–f
correspond to the zoomed-in structures of UdgX, AAG, and TDG, respectively, highlighting the conserved β-strand core. The
aromatic residues (Phe/Tyr) responsible for stabilizing the “everted” nucleotide as well the His and Asn residues critical for the excision
reaction are annotated. UDG, UdgX, AAG, and TDG structures correspond to PDB IDs 1SSP (120), 6AIL (121), 1EWN (122), and
3UOB (123), respectively (cf. Figure 9). Abbreviations: AAG, alkyl-adenosine glycosylase; PDB ID, Protein Data Bank identifier;
TDG, thymine DNA glycosylase; UDG, uracil DNA glycosylase; UNG, uracil N-glycosylase.
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Krüppel associated
box (KRAB):
a transcriptional
repression domain that
recruits a variety of
protein partners via
protein–protein
interactions to mediate
transcriptional control
of downstream genes

base), and motif III (situated on the β2-strand, which contains an Asn residue that recognizes the
target uracil base and an aromatic residue, typically a Phe, that π-stacks against the target base)
(Figures 9 and 10a–c). This basic architecture (a core β-sheet with three conserved motifs, sur-
rounded by α-helices) is actually shared across many DNA glycosylases (Figure 10). While the
sequences composing each individual motif vary across different DNA glycosylases, the overall
functionality of these motifs remains highly conserved. Moreover, the base eversion mechanism
adopted by UNG enzymes is used by many other DNA-editing and DNA repair enzymes, which
use it to probe the dsDNA and identify their target nucleobases (see Section 4).

With respect to CRISPR-based genome editors, the activity of DNA glycosylases was initially
perceived as antagonistic to the intended base editing outcomes. Hence, the addition of UGI as
an accessory domain to the CBE architecture was considered essential (Figure 2). Without this
component, not only was the yield of C·G → U·G → T·A editing reduced but also varying levels
of C·G → G·C and C·G → A·T editing were observed. UNG knockout studies confirmed the
role of UNG in this phenomenon (11).

While working against the BER pathway is necessary for precise introduction of a C·G → T·A
transition mutation, working with BER to favor the creation of abasic sites by UNG has unlocked
the possibility of targeted C·G → G·C (also known as CGBEs) (124–127) and C·G → A·T (also
known as CABEs, which currently function only in bacteria) (126) transversion base editors. The
overall architectures of these CGBEs and CABEs are derivatives of CBE architectures, as they
all contain a cytidine deaminase DNA-editing domain fused to a Cas9n DNA-targeting module
(Figure 9). The cytidine deaminase introduces a programmable uracil DNA lesion as the critical
first step of transversion base editing. The uracil intermediate is then excised by UNG to create
an abasic site and initiate BER. These editors produce a mixture of outcomes, with the most
common outcome being C·G → G·C. The cytidine deaminase variant used varies in each CGBE
[rAPOBEC1 R33A mutant (124), hAID (126), and rAPOBEC1 (125)]. Additionally, a variety of
methods to initiate BER included the direct fusion of UNG to Cas9n (124, 126, 127), the use
of secondary DNA repair effectors (such as XRCC1 or EXO1) in the architecture (10, 125), the
reliance on endogenous UNG to excise the uracil (124), and the direct fusion of UNG homologs
[E. coli UNG (124) and UdgX (Figure 10d), a UNG homolog with extremely tight binding to
uracil (10)] to Cas9n. This once again demonstrates the modularity of the original base editor
architecture. It should be noted that given the high reliance of CGBEs and CABEs on cellular
BER pathways, their editing outcomes and efficiencies are highly dependent on sequence context
and are likely to be variable across different cell types.

Although only uracil glycosylases (UNG and UdgX) have been utilized for programmable
base editing, other enzymes from this superfamily (such as AAG, which was tested in the original
ABE7.10 architecture) (67) (Figure 10e) may also be explored for programmable transversion base
editing. Additionally, incorporation of these glycosylases into mitochondrial base editor architec-
tures (Figure 7) could in principle lead to mitochondrial transversion base editors. Overall, the
development of CGBEs and CABEs not only expanded the base editor toolbox but also demon-
strated the possibilities of combining the activities of multiple DNA-editing enzymes to produce
novel base editors.

4. METHYLASES AND DEMETHYLASES

Epigenetic regulation offers a secondary layer of control over the underlying genomic informa-
tion by repressing or enhancing gene expression levels without changing the primary sequence
of the genetic code. A variety of CRISPR-based targeted epigenetic modulators predate base edi-
tors, including gene repression using CRISPR interference (CRISPRi), which utilizes dCas9 fused
to transcriptional repressor domains such as Krüppel associated box (KRAB), and transcriptional
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activation using CRISPR activation (CRISPRa), which utilizes dCas9 fused to transcriptional ac-
tivator domains such as viral protein 16 (VP16) and VP64. These methods facilitate expression
level modulation via the secondary recruitment of repressive chromatin-modifying complexes
(CRISPRi) or transcriptional machinery (CRISPRa) (128) rather than directly modifying the
DNA, and thus these are not discussed here.Covalent modification of DNA nucleobases via meth-
ylation or demethylation facilitates stable and heritable epigenetic editing and is a form of direct
DNA editing. One of the most extensively studied and well-understood forms of epigenetic edit-
ing is the deposition and removal of methyl groups at the 5-C position of cytosines (5mC) that
occur in 5′-C-phosphate-G-3′ (5′-CpG-3′) islands of gene promoters (Figure 11).Methylation of
cytosine to 5mC induces transcriptional repression, while the 5mC → C demethylation reaction
results in transcriptional activation. Given its impact on epigenetic regulation, it is not surprising
that C → 5mC methylation is implicated in numerous physiological processes in mammals, in-
cluding embryogenesis, X chromosome inactivation, cellular differentiation, genomic imprinting,
chromatin structure modulation, aging, and even certain forms of cancer (129, 130). Methyla-
tion, demethylation, phosphorylation, and acetylation (as well as many other modifications) of
histone tails also play a crucial role in epigenomic modulation and often work synergistically with
DNA nucleobase methylation and demethylation. But because we focus here exclusively onDNA-
editing enzymes, we restrict ourselves to nucleobase methylation and demethylation reactions and
enzymes that catalyze them.

4.1. Methyltransferases

Methylation of cytidine nucleobases in DNA is catalyzed by the SAM (S-adenosyl-l-methionine,
also known as AdoMet)-dependent methyltransferase superfamily. These enzymes consist of a
variable and flexible N-terminal domain that interacts with and recruits other epigenetic regu-
lators and of a highly conserved SAM-dependent C-terminal catalytic domain that is supported
by a core Rossmann fold (alternating α/β-folds) (Figure 12). This C-terminal domain comprises
seven key signature methyltransferase motifs (in sequential order): motif I (a Gly-rich sequence
on the β1-αA loop, which is responsible for SAM cofactor binding), motif IV (a PC[Q/N] motif on
the β4-αD loop, which is responsible for initiating the nucleophilic attack on the C6 atom of the
target dC), motif VI (a ENV motif on the β4-strand, which is responsible for protonation of the
N3 of the target dC), motif VIII (a x3-A-x7–8-RxRxFmotif on the β5-β6 loop, which is responsible
for DNA binding), a variable target recognition domain (TRD), motif IX (an Arg-rich sequence,
which is important for organizing the TRD), and motif X (which is also responsible for SAM
cofactor binding) (131) (Figure 12a). The variability in the TRD domain and the C-terminal
extensions diversifies the substrate scope of this otherwise highly conserved methyltransferase
catalytic core and allows the enzymes from this superfamily to act on not just cytidines in dsDNA
(C → 5mC) but also adenosines in DNA (to facilitate A → [4mA/6mA], which occurs mostly in
bacterial genomes), RNA, proteins, and even small biomolecules (132).

Methylation of cytosine to 5mC in mammalian genomes is catalyzed by a set of four DNA
methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes (Figure 12).TheseDNMTs all possess the conserved SAM-
dependent methyltransferase fold (Figure 12a) but have different substrates and therefore serve
slightly different physiological roles. De novo methylation of palindromic 5′-CpG-3′:3′-GpC-
5′ sites is catalyzed by DNMT3A (Figure 12b,c) and DNMT3B (Figure 12d). The catalytic
activities of these two enzymes are enhanced by spontaneous heterodimerization with their cat-
alytically impaired homolog, the DNMT3-like (DNMT3L) enzyme (which lacks critical residues
within motifs IV and VI) (Figure 12a). The resulting 5′-5mCpG-3′:3′-Gp5mC-5′ methyla-
tion pattern created by these two DNMT3 enzymes is maintained by the DNMT1 enzyme
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SunTag system:
an antibody–epitope
system repurposed to
recruit multiple copies
of a protein of interest
to a carrier protein

Figure 11 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Methyltransferases and methylcytosine dioxygenases and their design and applications in genomic DNA base editing. (a) The
methyltransferase enzymes can methylate cytosines in 5′-CpG-3′ islands in dsDNA via a SAM-dependent mechanism to yield 5mCs,
which act as gene expression suppressors. The demethylation of 5mC is triggered by the TET enzymes and is iteratively oxygenated to
5hmC, 5fC, and finally 5caC. These oxygenated bases can all be recognized by TDG, which excises the modified cytosine base. The
BER pathway then installs a canonical cytosine base, resulting in demethylation of the 5mC. Overall, these reactions facilitate the full
cyclic pathway of C·G → 5mC·G and 5mC·G → C·G, which is critical for epigenetic regulation. (b) Representative epigenome base
editor architectures are shown, with essential and nonessential components indicated with solid outlines and dashed outlines,
respectively. Abbreviations: α-KG, α-ketoglutarate; 5′-CpG-3′, 5′-C-phosphate-G-3′; 5mC, 5-methylcytosine; 5hmC,
5-hydroxymethylcytosine; 5fC, 5-formylcytosine; 5caC, 5-carboxycytosine; BER, base excision repair; DNMT, DNA
methyltransferase; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; NLS, nuclear localization signal; SAM, S-adenosyl-l-methionine; TDG, thymine
DNA glycosylase; TET, ten-eleven translocation.

(Figure 12e), which preferentially methylates hemimethylated sites (5′-5mCpG-3′:3′-GpC-5′).
DNMT1 is therefore considered a maintenance methyltransferase and ensures that 5mC epi-
genetic modifications are propagated to daughter cells. While the mechanisms of CpG site
recognition by DNMT enzymes are not precisely understood, their catalytic mechanisms have
been well characterized and are conserved across all three DNMT enzymes (136, 137). Once
bound to the CpG island, the DNMT enzymes evert the target cytosine base out from the ds-
DNA target. The orphaned guanine is stabilized by an Asn residue in the motif IV loop. This is
followed by nucleophilic attack of a conserved Cys residue in motif IV on the target cytosine, re-
sulting in the formation of a covalent protein-DNA intermediate. This intermediate is stabilized
by residues in motif VI and subsequently abstracts the methyl group from SAM, eliminating the
C5 proton and producing the 5mC product (Figures 11 and 12).

Because of their preference for dsDNA, targeted epigenetic base editing using DNMT en-
zymes predates CRISPR genome-editing tools and was originally accomplished using TALEs and
ZFs as the DNA-targeting module (138–144). These systems were superseded by CRISPR-based
DNA-binding modules due to the enhanced simplicity and ease with which CRISPR systems are
reprogrammed compared with ZFs and TALEs. Specifically, the direct fusion of dCas9 to full-
length DNMT3A (145), the C-terminal catalytic domain of DNMT3A (146–149), a combination
of the catalytic domain of DNMT3A and its catalytically inactive binding partner DNMT3L
(150–152), and full-lengthDNMT3B (153) have all been described (Figure 11). In addition,many
studies have explored noncovalent fusion architectures such as the SunTag system (which uses a
repurposed antibody–epitope system to recruit up to 24 copies of DNMT to each Cas9 protein)
(154–156) and RNA aptamer systems (described in Section 2.1.3) (157) (Figure 11).

Genome-wide off-target activity for the targeted dCas9-DNMT3A base editors is equivalent
to that of overexpressing DNMT3A. This equivalency is attributed to the ability of DNMT3A
(even just the C-terminal catalytic domain) to bind to CpG sites in a Cas-independent manner
and recruit the cell’s endogenous epigenetic machinery, resulting in ubiquitous methylation of the
genomic DNA (149). To circumvent this issue, Hofacker et al. (158) introduced the R887E mu-
tation into DNMT3A, which resides in the C-terminal DNA-binding extension (Figure 12a–c)
and is involved in electrostatic interactions with the phosphate backbone of the strand opposite
the target cytosine. This drastic charge substitution greatly reduced the nonspecific DNA binding
affinity and therefore improved the base editor’s specificity. Additionally, the human DNMTs can
be replaced with their bacterial analogs to prevent the cell’s endogenous epigenetic machinery
from being recruited to putative off-target sites. This route was adopted by Lei et al. (159), who
replaced DNMT3A with MQ1, a well-characterized bacterial methyltransferase with the same
conserved SAM-dependent C-terminal catalytic domain (Figures 11 and 12f ). MQ1 is much
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smaller (approximately 40% smaller) in size than the human DNMTs and lacks their extensive
recruitment domains. In this same study, the Q147Lmutation in motif IV ofMQ1 (Figure 12a,f )
simultaneously increased editing efficiency and reduced off-target activity. Similarly, a split MQ1
strategy was adopted by Xiong et al. (160) to reduce off-target editing (Figure 12a,f ).
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Figure 12 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Structures of DNMTs and MQ1 methyltransferases that form the basis of epigenome base editors. (a) The conserved Rossmann fold of
the DNMT and MQ1 enzymes is color coded as follows: The β-sheet core is red and peripheral α-helices are blue. The active-site
residues, critical DNA and cofactor binding sites, and other signature motifs are annotated. Key mutations incorporated to increase
activity or specificity are shown in green. (b) Side view and (c) top view of the DNMT3A structure (PDB ID: 6BRR) (133). (d) Side view
of the DNMT3B structure (PDB ID: 6U8P) (134). (e) Side view of the DNMT1 structure (PDB ID: 3PTA) (135). ( f ) Side view of the
MQ1 structure, generated using Alphafold2 (6), with the substrate dsDNA modeled by using its structural homolog (133).
Abbreviations: DNMT, DNA methyltransferase; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; PDB ID, Protein Data Bank identifier.

Epigenetic base editing using methyltransferases has also been seamlessly combined with other
forms of transcriptional suppression. Specifically, O’Geen et al. (151) showed that coexpression of
the dCas9-DNMT3A base editor with dCas9-histone-modifying protein fusions (such as dCas9–
Ezh2 or dCas9–KRAB, which causes methylation of histone lysines) that are targeted to the same
genomic locus leads to prolonged gene repression (over at least 57 cell divisions). Synergistic gene
repression by a combination of dCas9-targeted KRAB, DNMT3A, and DNMT3L has also been
demonstrated (one of these systems was named CRISPRoff ) and induces sustained and heritable
gene silencing (147, 152).

4.2. Demethylases

Demethylation of 5mC back to the canonical cytosine base, on the other hand, results in up-
regulation of downstream genes. This essential epigenetic edit is carried out by the ten-eleven
translocation (TET) enzymes belonging to the dioxygenase superfamily. These enzymes process
5mC into cytosine via successive oxidation reactions (Figure 11). In each oxidation reaction, an
oxygen atom from an O2 molecule is directly incorporated into the substrate, which is coupled
with the decarboxylation of an α-ketoglutarate (α-KG) molecule to succinate, CO2, and H2O at
an Fe(II) center in the active site. Overall, this process involves the iterative oxygenation reac-
tions 5mC → 5hmC → 5fC → 5caC (Figure 11). While all of these oxygenated intermediates
are stable, they are less stable than the 5mC reactant and are identified as DNA damage and thus
acted upon by the cell’s DNA repair machinery. In particular, thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG)
(Figure 10f ) can recognize any of the 5hmC/5fC/5caC:G intermediates and excise the modified
cytidine. Therefore, overall, demethylation of 5mC by TET enzymes in fact involves iterative
oxygenation of 5mC combined with excision by glycosylases. Intriguingly, the APOBEC/AID en-
zymes were initially speculated to be involved in this process by deaminating 5mC directly into
thymidine to generate T:G mismatches, the canonical substrate of TDG (161–163).

Of the three human TET enzymes (TET1, TET2, and TET3), the structures of full-length
human TET1 and TET3 have not been resolved. However, their predicted structures (6), as well
as the DNA-bound structure of human TET2 (164), reveal that the C-terminal domain of these
demethylases harbors the highly conserved Fe(II)-containing active site. The Fe(II) ion is bound
by a Hx[D/E]. . .H motif, which is supported by a double-stranded β-helix (DSβH) fold, also
termed a jelly-roll fold (Figure 13a,b). This jelly-roll β-barrel core is a hallmark of the dioxyge-
nase superfamily and is engulfed by various α-helices and loops that impart substrate diversity to
these enzymes. An α-KGmolecule acts as a bidentate ligand to the bound Fe(II), with the sixth co-
ordination site of the Fe(II) center occupied by the O2 molecule (165) (Figure 13d). Furthermore,
the catalytic core of all TET enzymes is preceded by a symmetric Cys-rich motif([Cx7C]x[Cx7C])
essential for DNA binding (Figure 13a,c). Similar to the DNMT enzymes, upon DNA binding,
the target nucleobase is everted out from the 5′-[5mC/5hmC/5fC]pG-3′ dsDNA into the active
site of the TET enzymes.

Just as with their methyltransferase counterparts, the ability of TET enzymes to edit dsDNA
was initially exploited by fusing them to ZFs (167) and TALEs (168) to facilitate programmable
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Figure 13

Structures of TET methylcytosine dioxygenases that form the basis of epigenome base editors. (a) The conserved jelly-roll fold of the
TET1 enzyme consists of a β-sheet core, shown in red and pink. The active-site residues, critical DNA and cofactor binding sites, and
other signature motifs are annotated. (b) Side view, (c) top view, and (d) zoomed-in view of the structural model of the TET1–DNA
complex. The TET1 structure was predicted using Alphafold2 (6) and the substrate dsDNA was modeled by using its structural
homolog (166). Abbreviations: α-KG, α-ketoglutarate; 5mC, 5-methylcytosine; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; JBP, J-binding protein;
TET, ten-eleven translocation.

DNA demethylation. However, with the advent of CRISPR-Cas9 for programmable DNA bind-
ing in mammalian cells, both N-terminal (169) and C-terminal (145, 170–173) fusions of the
catalytic domain of TET1 to dCas9 were quickly developed (Figure 11). Josipović et al. (174)
demonstrated that N-terminal TET1-dCas9 fusions were generally more efficient than C-
terminal fusions. They additionally demonstrated the modularity of epigenetic base editors, as
they generated a TET1-dCas9 base editor with the Staphylococcus aureus Cas9 homolog (174).
Along the same lines, Xu et al. (175) substituted the TET1 catalytic domain with that of TET3
and demonstrated robust epigenome-editing activity.
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To increase the efficiency of 5mC demethylation by TET1-derived base editors, several groups
have increased the number of TET1 enzymes recruited to each dCas9 protein. This was achieved
via two noncovalent recruitment approaches that were previously employed with DNMT base
editors: the SunTag system (156, 176, 177) and RNA aptamer systems (178, 179) (Figure 11).

Last, again analogously to DNMT-derived base editors, TET-derived base editors have also
been synergistically combined with other forms of transcriptional activation. Baumann et al.
(173) directed both a dCas-TET1 base editor and a dCas9-VP64 fusion protein (which directly
recruits transcriptional machinery) to the same genomic loci, which achieved enhanced transcrip-
tional activation of target genes compared with each individual construct. More recently, Nuñez
et al. (152) combined an N-terminal TET1 catalytic domain–dCas9 fusion with simultaneous
RNA aptamer–based recruitment of multiple transcriptional enhancers to create CRISPRon.
CRISPRon is considered a synergistic combination of CRISPRa and TET1 and can reverse their
CRISPRoff system (described in Section 4.1),which itself is a synergistic combination of CRISPRi
and DNMT enzymes.

While the on-target activities of the TET demethylation base editors have been explored ex-
tensively, their off-target activities have not been profiled thus far and remain an open question in
the field of epigenetic base editing.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Base editors have become invaluable tools in the fields of biotechnology, basic science, and
medicine. As they quickly move from the bench to the clinic, we have taken a step back to discuss
the fundamental biochemistry of the DNA-editing enzymes that form the basis of these revo-
lutionary technologies. Although each DNA-editing enzyme discussed here followed a unique
trajectory to become a programmable base editor, a few unifying themes have emerged. First,
from an engineering and design perspective, base editors are modular in their composition.Under
this design paradigm, the different modules are stitched together seamlessly to work in concert,
and each component can be substituted for a similar effector. This has been demonstrated by
varying the nature of the DNA-editing module (deaminases, glycosylases, methyltransferases, and
demethylases) and the DNA-targeting module (different Cas effectors, TALEs, and ZFs) or by
adding accessory modules to the architecture to influence DNA repair outcomes (Figure 1b,c).
Furthermore, the dual deaminase and glycosylase base editors demonstrated that two completely
different DNA-editing modules that facilitate different chemical reactions can be combined to
achieve new editing outcomes. Second, the individual modules can be sourced and designed or
redesigned independently to optimize overall functionality (Figure 1b). The motivations driv-
ing the engineering of the DNA-editing modules of base editors are to enhance their on-target
editing efficiency, reduce their off-target DNA- and/or RNA-editing activity, or modulate their
substrate scope and specificity. While in this review we focus mostly on the DNA-editing mod-
ule, similar design motivations have also been extended to engineer the DNA-targeting module.
Third, regardless of the protein engineering approaches employed, the mutations that have been
identified have resided largely on structural motifs that interact with the substrate (Figures 2, 4,
and 7).

Overall, we have described here the many different extant DNA-editing enzymes (cytidine
deaminases, glycosylases, methyltransferases, and demethylases) that have been exploited and re-
purposed as base editors. What is particularly noteworthy is that even when an enzyme with a
desired functionality did not exist, extensive protein engineering was conducted either to evolve
the desired function from a suitable starting point (adenosine deaminase) or to “stitch together”
multiple existingDNA-editing enzymes to produce the desired functionality (dual deaminase- and
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glycosylase-containing base editors). Specifically, while inosine excision by AAG is not efficient
enough to affect adenine base editing precision, we envision that directed evolution or engineer-
ing efforts on this enzyme could lead to the development of adenine transversion base editors.
Further, there are a plethora of underutilized enzymes that posttranscriptionally modify RNA
nucleobases that could be evolved into base editors that facilitate the introduction of additional
types of point mutations (180). Leveraging the current structural and biochemical knowledge of
these editing enzymes could be the key to designing and developing them into novel base editors.
Finally, we hope that inspiration can be taken from the extensive design, engineering, and evolu-
tion efforts that have been performed on DNA-editing enzymes and that these principles can be
applied toward other systems, such as natural product enzyme assembly lines and posttranslational
modification enzymes.
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